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We are developing an automated stereo spot mammography technique for improved imaging of
suspicious dense regions within digital mammograms. The technique entails the acquisition of a
full-field digital mammogram, automated detection of a suspicious dense region within that mam-
mogram by a computer aided detection ~CAD! program, and acquisition of a stereo pair of images
with automated collimation to the suspicious region. The latter stereo spot image is obtained within
seconds of the original full-field mammogram, without releasing the compression paddle. The spot
image is viewed on a stereo video display. A critical element of this technique is the automated
detection of suspicious regions for spot imaging. We performed an observer study to compare the
suspicious regions selected by radiologists with those selected by a CAD program developed at the
University of Michigan. True regions of interest ~TROIs! were separately determined by one of the
radiologists who reviewed the original mammograms, biopsy images, and histology results. We
compared the radiologist and computer-selected regions of interest ~ROIs! to the TROIs. Both the
radiologists and the computer were allowed to select up to 3 regions in each of 200 images ~mixture
of 100 CC and 100 MLO views!. We computed overlap indices ~the overlap index is defined as the
ratio of the area of intersection to the area of interest! to quantify the agreement between the
selected regions in each image. The averages of the largest overlap indices per image for the 5
radiologist-to-computer comparisons were directly related to the average number of regions per
image traced by the radiologists ~about 50% for 1 region/image, 84% for 2 regions/image and 96%
for 3 regions/image!. The average of the overlap indices with all of the TROIs was 73% for CAD
and 76.8%1/210.0% for the radiologists. This study indicates that the CAD determined ROIs
could potentially be useful for a screening technique that includes stereo spot mammography
imaging. © 2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. @DOI: 10.1118/1.1737492#
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It has been estimated that early detection could save the lives
of about 30–50% of women who develop breast cancer1,2
X-ray mammography is the most powerful screening tool we
have for detecting breast cancer. However, it has limitations,
especially in imaging breasts containing large dense tissue
regions.3–5 Optimal perceptibility in these regions may not
be attained even with the new full-field digital mammo-
graphic systems due to the higher noise levels associated
with these poorly penetrated regions and due to the inability
to separate overlapping tissues. Alternative views and spot
mammography are known to be beneficial in these situations.
For example, Hayes et al. have reported that magnification
and spot compression techniques improved mammographic
specificity in 50.8% of the screening cases that were recalled
for assessment at their center.6 Specifically, sixteen ‘equivo-
cal’ diagnoses became ‘normal’ or ‘benign’ and 15 of these
patients avoided surgical biopsy. Twelve ‘equivocal’ diag-
noses became ‘malignant,’ which helped surgical planning,
and in all 12 cases, histology confirmed the diagnosis of
malignancy.’’ Hayes et al. concluded that special views are1558 Med. Phys. 31 6, June 2004 0094-2405Õ2004Õ316‘‘necessary for the complete mammographic assessment of
many screen-detected abnormalities.’’ Furthermore, Faulk
and Sickles found, in a study of the efficacy of spot
compression-magnification and tangential views in the mam-
mographic evaluation of palpable breast masses, that spot
compression–magnification views depicted 97% of the
masses; whereas, standard views depicted 87%.7 Tangential
views also depicted 87% of the masses with some of the
masses that were detected in tangential views not being de-
tected in the standard views and vice versa. In addition, they
found that use of special views enabled radiologists to cor-
rectly predict benign or malignant status in 77% of cases as
compared with correct prediction in 69% of cases with only
standard views. It is important to note that the supplemental
imaging techniques like spot and tangential views are only
employed in diagnostic work-up studies. They are not em-
ployed at screening.
Spot imaging is performed either in contact or magnifica-
tion mode. The radiologist first examines a contact mammo-
gram, and identifies a suspicious region for spot imaging.
The technologist then utilizes the identified location on the1558Õ1558Õ10Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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that the suspicious region is in the center of the field. She
then compresses this region using a special, smaller spot
compression paddle. The x-ray beam is also collimated to a
smaller field size. The goal is to mechanically separate a
suspicious lesion from the surrounding tissue for improved
perception in the spot mammogram. One problem with this
method is that the positioning of the breast involves some
guesswork so the desired lesion may not necessarily be im-
aged at all, or it may not be imaged optimally.
We have been developing an automated version of the
spot imaging technique. Our initial idea was to employ a
computer aided detection ~CAD! program to determine the
locations of suspicious dense regions within a full-field digi-
tal mammogram, and to take a second digital mammogram
of only those regions using automated collimation and auto-
mated spot compression along with a more penetrating ex-
posure. This second separate ‘‘spot mammogram’’ would be
taken within seconds of the full-field mammogram while the
breast is maintained in the same position, but compressed
more to improve tissue separation. We developed instrumen-
tation to implement this method8 including ~1! a stretched
Mylar membrane device that is placed between the large
conventional paddle and the breast and acts to restrain the
breast during the changeover to the smaller spot compression
paddle, ~2! an x – y translator for positioning the spot paddle
at the suspicious region, and ~3! a secondary collimator that
restricts the x-ray beam to the suspicious region area.8 We
also performed experiments with a compressible breast phan-
tom that contained simulated masses. We found that when
we spot-compressed a particular simulated mass in the phan-
tom, it moved laterally out from underneath a dense overly-
ing region and became visible in the spot mammogram.
However, we were unable to reproduce the same result when
we repeated the experiment multiple times. This was disap-
pointing, but it made us aware that it can be difficult to
position the spot paddle to produce the desired shearing force
on a lesion, and even when the force is in the right direction,
it may not be sufficient to move the lesion far enough out
from overlying or underlying dense tissue to be seen. This
prompted us to think of an alternative spot compression
method—one that would be easier to implement, involve less
equipment modification and produce better distinction be-
tween overlapping lesions.
The new technique is stereo spot digital mammography. It
is very similar to the above technique except there is no
changeover to or positioning of a spot paddle and no need for
a breast restraining device to hold the breast in the same
position while switching to the spot paddle. Instead, after the
suspicious region is identified in the full-field image by the
CAD program, a stereo pair of images is immediately ac-
quired with the x-ray beam automatically collimated to im-
age that region. The additional equipment required is a sec-
ondary collimator to restrict the x-ray beam to the desired
region and a stereo workstation that would be located in the
radiologist reading room. The x-ray tube or the focal spot
would also have to shift by about 3 to 6 degrees in the left
and right directions to generate the left- and right-eye imagesMedical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004of the stereo pair. Stereoscopic image acquisition and display
will enable radiologists to view the suspicious regions in
three dimensions. This will reduce the tissue superposition
problem inherent in conventional single projection mam-
mography. Furthermore, in comparison with conventional
spot compression, the automated technique should produce
more accurate spot imaging of suspicious regions because it
eliminates the need for the repositioning of the breast be-
tween the full-field and spot images, and the ‘‘spot’’ location
is determined by a computer analysis of the digital full-breast
image rather than estimated by eye from a radiograph. Since
the method is automated and does not require the on-line
review of a radiologist to determine the locations of the sus-
picious regions, it could potentially be used in screening and
could potentially eliminate the need for diagnostic callback
studies in many cases.
Another approach would be to perform full-field stereo-
mammography instead of stereo spot mammography. This
could be carried out either as a replacement for the conven-
tional full-field mammogram or as a supplement to that
mammogram. The advantages of limiting the stereo imaging
to a spot region as opposed to full-field are that spot mode
limits the amount of breast tissue exposed to additional ra-
diation, and it decreases the volume of tissue that scatters
radiation thereby improving image contrast. The anticipated
dose for stereo spot mammography would be considerably
less than that of a full-field mammogram because of the
smaller field size. The exact dose for the spot technique
would depend upon the size of the spot collimated region,
the x-ray technique factors ~kVp, target, filter, mAs!, the
x-ray beam half-value-layer, the tissue thickness, the breast
composition ~amount of glandular tissue! in the path of the
spot-collimated x-ray beam, and the amount of glandular tis-
sue that is exposed to scattered x-rays as well as the amount
of the x-ray scatter. Stereo spot mammography does involve
the aquisition of 2 spot images ~the left- and right-eye im-
ages!, instead of 1, so one might think that it would therefore
require twice the dose of a single spot image. However, the
eye–brain system integrates the noise from both images
when they are viewed as a stereo pair, so theoretically, the
same signal-to-noise ratio could be achieved by using only
about half the dose for each image of the stereo pair. This is
confirmed by the results of an experimental study recently
published by Maidment et al.9 on the effects of quantum
noise and binocular summation on dose requirements for
full-field stereoradiography. Maidment et al. found ‘‘the total
dose needed to produce a stereoradiographic image pair is
approximately 1.1 times the dose needed for a single projec-
tion in standard radiography.’’
Automated detection of suspicious dense regions is a cru-
cial element of the stereo spot mammography method. In this
paper, we describe an observer study that was performed to
compare the suspicious regions selected by radiologists with
those selected by a CAD program developed in our labora-
tory at the University of Michigan. We also compared these
to true regions of interest ~TROIs! containing the masses. At
the time of our study, a substantial collection of full-field
digital mammography ~FFDM! images with biopsy results
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adapted to FFDM images. Therefore, we employed digitized
film images and our film-based CAD algorithms. Although
the images and the CAD system are not completely repre-
sentative of the images and analysis that will be employed in
the eventual implementation of the automated stereo spot
method, they provide valuable preliminary data about a new
application of CAD, namely automated detection of ROIs to
be worked-up with spot imaging.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
IRB approval was obtained to review 200 digitized mam-
mograms for this study.
Five MQSA qualified radiologists participated as the read-
ers. Their experience in reading mammograms ranged from
5.5 to 25 years (mean513.7 years, standard deviation57.6
years!. The radiologists viewed digitized film mammograms
that have been employed previously in the development of
our CAD system. The film set included craniocaudal ~CC!
view and the mediolateral oblique ~MLO! view mammo-
grams of both breasts of patients at our clinics. The mammo-
grams were digitized with a LUMISYS 85 laser film scanner
~Lumisys, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA! at a pixel size of 50 mm
350 mm. This digitizer has a gray level resolution of 12 bits
and a nominal optical density ~O.D.! range of 0 to 4. To keep
the reading time reasonable ~i.e., about 3 hours!, we had the
observers perform the study on 200 mammograms. All of the
observers also repeated the study 3 to 13 months later for an
evaluation of their reproducibility.
Each observer was given the task of outlining in each
mammogram, 0 to 3 suspicious regions which in an ideal
world they would have spot-imaged. A computer program,
TRACEIMAGE, was developed for this study to allow the ra-
diologists to trace the boundaries of the suspicious regions
using a computer mouse. The TRACEIMAGE program incor-
porates a graphical user interface ~GUI! that displays the
digitized mammogram within a window on the computer
monitor. The GUI includes slide bars for adjusting the con-
trast and brightness of the image, a display of a histogram of
the grayscale values within the breast region in the image, a
pull-down menu for selecting the pixel size of the displayed
image ~the choices are 200, 400 and 800 microns!, slide bars
for panning the image when the selected pixel size is 200
microns, a trace routine that permits the operator to outline
the suspicious regions within the displayed mammogram via
a series of computer mouse motions and mouse clicks, a
button for erasing an individual trace within the image, and
another button for erasing all traces within the image. The
GUI was designed to be very user friendly. It automatically
finishes a particular trace when a mouse click is within a
preset number of pixels from the beginning point of the
trace, and it then automatically proceeds to the next trace.
Also, the user can re-adjust any of the traces in an image.
Examples of the GUI display are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
TRACEIMAGE program with its GUI was implemented on a
PC computer with a high quality Hitachi ~Hitachi, Ltd., Ja-
pan! Superscan 753 19 in. color monitor operating at a reso-Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004lution of 10243768 in a noninterlaced true color mode with
an 85 Hz refresh rate. The monitor was adjusted to meet
DICOM standards, and the room lights were dimmed to a
very low level during the observer studies. During the study,
each observer analyzed each image separately without refer-
ring to previous or subsequent images. They were not told
which MLO views corresponded with which CC views and
vice versa. Furthermore, all patient identification information
was removed from the images.
For the computer-selected regions, we employed a mass
detection CAD program developed at the University of
Michigan.10 This program consists of 4 steps. First, the digi-
tized mammogram is processed with a density weighted con-
trast enhancement ~DWCE! filter that adaptively enhances
local area contrast in order to emphasize mammographic
structures. Second, an edge detection algorithm is employed
to define the borders of the enhanced structures, resulting in
a set of detected structures. Third, a local refinement algo-
rithm, which includes erosion and K-means clustering, is ap-
plied to the detected structures to improve the accuracy of
the borders and to split large connected regions. Fourth, the
refined detected objects are classified as masses or normal
breast structures based on the input of extracted morphologi-
cal and textural features into a linear discriminant classifier.
Potential masses are identified using decision thresholds that
are based on the linear discriminant classifier score and the
maximum number of marks allowed per image. For the
present study, we adjusted the detection threshold of the
CAD program10 to mark between 0 and 3 regions in each
image, with 3 the most likely number. In addition, rectangu-
lar bounding boxes that enclosed each known true mass in
the set of mammograms were also obtained. These were re-
gions identified by a radiologist from analyses of the mam-
mograms along with associated pathology biopsy data and
biopsy images. Of the 200 images that were evaluated by the
radiologists in our observer study, 98 images contained
TROIs. There were 83 images with a single true mass, 13
with two true masses, and 2 with three true masses. Thus,
there was a total of 115 (583113321233) TROIs. Out
of the 98 images with TROIs, 51 ~52%! contained malignant
masses. 75% of the exams with TROIs were worked–up
with spot compression ~57% of these were malignant and
43% were benign!. It should be noted that our data set of 200
images was for 37 patients, and there were images from 2 or
more years for 11 of the patients. Some of these patients had
‘‘normal’’ mammograms in earlier years and suspicious re-
gions worked-up with spot mammography and/or lateral
views in later years.
A second computer program, DENSECOMP, was developed
to display sets of traced regions in each image. The traces for
up to 3 readers can be displayed at once using different col-
ors. For example, the traces for one radiologist would be
filled-in as red, those for a second radiologist would be
filled-in as green and those for a third radiologist would be
filled-in as blue. Anywhere in the image where all three of
the readers’ traces intersected would be displayed as white.
For the study described in this paper, we were interested in
the intersections between the radiologist-selected regions of
1561 Goodsitt et al.: Automated Stereo Spot Mammography: Comparison of Spot ROIs 1561FIG. 1. Graphical user interface display showing one of the digitized mammograms in this study, 3 regions for spot imaging that were traced by a radiologist,
a histogram of the pixel values within the breast region ~top right!, sliders ~beneath histogram! for adjusting the range of pixel values that are mapped into an
8-bit output for display, and a pull-down menu for selecting the image resolution ~the resolution displayed is 400 microns!.interest ~ROIs! and those selected by the CAD program ~for
simplicity, the ROIs selected by the computer program will
be referred to as CAD ROIs or CAD-selected ROIs in the
following discussion! and also the intersections of both of
these with the true mass regions. We found that the large
number of possible intersections of the regions for 3 readers
~e.g., 27 possible single intersections! can result in a compli-
cated display that is difficult to interpret. We therefore de-
cided to display the results for 2 readers at a time where a
‘‘reader’’ is either a radiologist, the CAD program or the true
mass region. In addition to filling-in the ROIs with color, the
program can also display the traces themselves superimposed
on the mammogram in different colors. This allows one to
see the suspicious lesion within the trace.
The DENSECOMP computer program computes overlap in-
dices between the radiologist-selected ROIs and the CAD-
selected ROIs. Furthermore, it computes overlap indices be-
tween the radiologists-selected ROIs and the TROIs and
overlap indices between the CAD-selected ROIs and the
TROIs. The overlap index for the radiologist vs CAD pro-
gram comparison is defined as the area of the intersectionMedical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004between the radiologist-selected and CAD-selected ROIs di-
vided by the area of the CAD ROI. This definition was cho-
sen so that a value of 100% would be obtained if the CAD
ROI was completely contained within the radiologist’s ROI,
indicating that the CAD ROI would be completely imaged
with a spot region determined by the radiologist. Examples
of 100% overlap are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The over-
lap index between the radiologist’s or CAD ROI and the
TROI was defined as the area of intersection divided by the
smaller area. This definition yields an overlap index of 100%
if the radiologist’s ROI or CAD ROI is completely contained
within the TROI or if the TROI is completely contained
within the CAD or radiologist’s ROI. It is an indication of
the degree to which there is a ‘‘hit’’ between the radiologist’s
or CAD ROI and the TROI. In addition, we computed the
number of ‘‘hits’’ by determining the total number of times
that the overlap indices with the TROIs were greater than or
equal to a threshold value of 25%. The 25% value was con-
sidered to be a reasonable threshold for indicating agreement
in ROIs. For the computation of the overlap indices between
radiologist’s and CAD ROIs, all possible pairings of the se-
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of the same image at 400 micron ~left!
and 200 micron ~right! resolution. Ra-
diologists could use either display
resolution for each image in the study,
and could switch between the resolu-
tions during their analysis. Many of
the 200-micron resolution images
were larger than the display window.
The GUI included a panning feature to
enable shifting of the viewed portion
of the 200-micron image within the
display window so the entire image
could be viewed and analyzed.lected regions were considered, and the indices were ordered
from the largest to the smallest. For example, if the radiolo-
gist selected 3 regions and the CAD program selected 3 re-
gions, there would be 9 possible intersections for the indices
and the results would be listed in 9 columns with column 1
corresponding to the largest index. The radiologist’s ROI-vs-
TROI and CAD ROI-vs-TROI comparisons were special
cases because we knew the true mass regions. For these par-
ticular comparisons, we computed the largest overlap indices
individually for each TROI. For images with two or three
TROIs, the largest overlap index for all of the TROIs was
assigned to TROI #1, the largest overlap index for the re-
maining one or two TROIs was assigned to TROI #2, and if
there was a third TROI, the largest overlap index for that
TROI was assigned to TROI #3.
III. RESULTS
Comparisons of the ROIs selected by radiologists and the
CAD program are shown in Fig. 3. In each image, the ROIs
determined by the radiologist are filled-in in red, and those ofMedical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004the CAD program are filled-in in green. The intersections are
displayed as yellow (red1green5yellow.) A comparison of
the ROIs selected by each of the 5 radiologist readers @~a!–
~e!# and the TROIs for an image containing 3 TROIs is
shown in Fig. 4. The CAD selected ROIs are also compared
with the TROIs in part ~f! of this figure. Note that instead of
filling-in the ROIs with color as in Fig. 3, the actual borders
are displayed in black for the radiologist and CAD ROIs and
in white for the TROIs in Fig. 4. The frequencies that each
radiologist selected 0, 1, 2, and 3 ROIs in the 200 images at
each reading session are listed in Table I, along with the
frequencies for the CAD program.
The average values of the largest overlap indices between
the radiologist-selected ROIs and the CAD-selected ROIs are
listed for each radiologist and each reading session in Table
II. A histogram summarizing the individual results for all of
the radiologist vs CAD ROI pairings having the largest over-
lap index is shown in Fig. 5. The overall average overlap
index is 69.6% with a standard deviation of 44.3%.
The average overlap indices between the TROIs and theFIG. 3. Examples of the radiologist and computer se-
lected ROIs. The radiologist ROIs are filled-in in red
~black in figure!, the CAD selected ROIs are filled-in in
green ~grey in figure!, and the intersection areas are
displayed in yellow ~white in figure!. In ~a! the radiolo-
gist and computer agreed on 2 of the 3 ROIs; in ~b! they
agreed on one ROI; and in ~c! they disagreed on all 3
ROIs.
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ologists with the true mass regions ~a!–~e! and the ROIs
selected by the CAD program with true mass regions
~f!. The boundaries of the radiologist and CAD deter-
mined regions are traced in black, and the boundaries of
the true regions are traced in white. Note that for this
particular mammogram, radiologist ~d! chose to select 2
regions instead of 3. Also, radiologist ~c! was the only
one whose selected regions intersected all 3 TROIs.ROIs selected by the radiologists and the CAD program
are listed in Table III. The average percentages of hits be-
tween each reader’s selected ROIs and the TROIs are listed
in Table IV.
IV. DISCUSSION
As shown in Table I, the radiologists executed the task of
selecting up to 3 spot regions in each image differently, with
some radiologists selecting almost 3 ROIs in each image,
and others selecting far fewer with average numbers of ROIs
per image even less than 1. The CAD program, as designed,
selected 3 ROIs in nearly all ~93%! of the images.
For the 5 radiologist-vs-CAD comparisons, the average
agreement between the radiologist-selected ROIs for spot
imaging and at least one of the CAD-selected ROIs for the
entire set of images ranges from 43% to 98% ~Table II!. This
unusually wide range of agreement can be explained if one
compares the overlap indices listed in Table II with the av-
erage number of ROIs per image listed in Table I. A linear
least squares fit between these data yields a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.99 with a positive slope. That is, the greater theMedical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004average number of ROIs per image selected by a radiologist,
the greater the agreement with the computer. In general, the
agreement or average overlap index between the radiologist-
selected ROIs and at least one of the CAD-selected ROIs in
each image was only about 50% for radiologists who traced
an average of about 1 ROI per image. On the other hand, this
agreement was much improved to 84% for radiologists who
traced an average of about 2 ROIs per image, and it was
about 96% for those who traced about 3 ROIs per image.
Thus, it is anticipated that had we not given the radiologists
full freedom to trace between 0 and 3 ROIs in each digitized
mammogram for spot imaging, as in our original study de-
sign, but had we instead instructed them to trace 3 ROIs per
mammogram similar to the number chosen for the computer,
all of the radiologists would have had excellent agreement
with the computer. Yet another factor that was not controlled
in this observer experiment that could influence the agree-
ment is the sizes of the radiologist selected ROIs, with
greater sizes having greater probabilities of overlap with the
CAD ROIs. The reproducibility of the overlap indices be-
tween the radiologist and CAD ROIs ~Table II! for the two
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Medical Physics, VTABLE I. Percentages of the 200 images in which each radiologist selected 0, 1, 2, and 3 ROIs during each


















Radiologist a 1 1 0 16.5 87.5 2.86 0.43
Radiologist a 2 0 0.5 5.5 94 2.94 0.27
Radiologist b 1 1.5 12.5 38 48 2.32 0.75
Radiologist b 2 0.5 4.5 37 58 2.50 0.61
Radiologist c 1 31.5 53.5 13.5 1.5 0.85 0.70
Radiologist c 2 41 47.5 10 1.5 0.72 0.70
Radiologist d 1 39.5 50.5 10 0 0.70 0.64
Radiologist d 2 46.5 43 9 1.5 0.66 0.71
Radiologist e 1 2.5 23 40 34.5 2.06 0.82
Radiologist e 2 16.5 56 18 9.5 1.20 0.83
CAD program 0 2 5 93 2.91 0.35
TABLE II. Overlap indices between the ROIs selected by the radiologists and by the CAD computer program.
The averages of the largest overlap indices for each image are listed for each radiologist in each reading session.
These are averages for 200 images and up to 3 ROIs per image. The overlap index is defined to be the area of
the intersection between the radiologist-selected and CAD-selected ROIs divided by the area of the CAD-











Reading #1 94% 84% 51% 45% 82%
Reading #2 98% 86% 47% 43% 65%
TABLE III. Overlap indices between the ROIs selected by the readers and the true regions of interest ~TROIs!.
The averages of the largest overlap indices for each TROI in each image are listed, as well as the averages for
all TROIs. The overlap index in this case is defined to be the area of the intersection divided by the smaller of
the TROI and reader ROI areas, in percent. There were 83 images with one TROI, 13 with two TROIs and 2
with three TROIs. Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test p-values relative to CAD for the All TROI results of each
radiologist at each reading session are listed in the final column.
TROI #1 TROI #2 TROI #3 All TROI p-value
Radiologist a
Reading #1 88% 58% 50% 84%a 0.003
Reading #2 94% 74% 46% 90%a ,0.0001
Radiologist b
Reading #1 88% 70% 49% 85%a 0.008
Reading #2 88% 66% 46% 84%a 0.010
Radiologist c
Reading #1 70% 42% 47% 66% 0.399
Reading #2 71% 44% 44% 67% 0.680
Radiologist d
Reading #1 69% 45% 0% 65% 0.272
Reading #2 66% 48% 50% 64% 0.179
Radiologist e
Reading #1 87% 50% 37% 81% 0.118
Reading #2 85% 67% 47% 82%a 0.018
Computer ~CAD! 78% 53% 0% 73%
a5significantly different from the CAD program at a 0.05 level or less.ol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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and 17% for one! indicating each radiologist was very con-
sistent in identifying suspicious ROIs for spot imaging at
each session.
The agreement between the radiologist-selected ROIs and
the true mass regions ~TROIs! is very similar on average to
that between the CAD-selected ROIs and the TROIs. For the
entire set of 115 TROIs ~Table III, column 4!, the overall
average overlap indices for the radiologists’ ROI-vs-TROI
comparisons ranged from 64% to 90% with a mean of
76.8%1/210.0%, and the overall average overlap index for
the CAD ROI-vs-TROI comparisons was 73%. As listed in
Table III, 5 of the 10 radiologists’ ROI-vs-TROI overlap in-
dices were found to be statistically significantly different
from the corresponding CAD ROI-vs-TROI overlap indices.
Nonparametric statistics were employed for this comparison
because, as can be deduced from Fig. 5, the data were not
from a normal distribution. The Wilcoxon signed rank test
was utilized. It is the nonparametric equivalent of the paired
t-test. We found a very similar statistical result when we
compared the ROI-vs-TROI overlap indices between pairs of
radiologists. For example, for the 10 possible pairings of
radiologists’ results for the first reading sessions ~the combi-
nation of 5 radiologists taken 2 at a time!, we found 6 pair-
ings were statistically significantly different. Thus, in terms
of both the mean overlap indices of ROIs with TROIs and
the statistical significance of the overlap indices, the CAD
program performed comparably with an average radiologist.
The percentages of ‘‘hits’’ for which the overlap indices
were greater than or equal to 25% for all TROIs ranged from
67% to 93% with a mean of 80.9%1/210.6% for the radi-
ologists’ ROI-vs-TROI comparisons and was 80% for the
CAD ROI-vs-TROI comparisons ~Table IV!. As shown in
Table IV, 3 of the 10 ~5 radiologists32 reading sessions!
numbers of hits with the TROIs for the radiologists were
statistically significantly different from the number of hits for
CAD. This is less than the 5 of 10 statistically significant
differences for the radiologist-vs-CAD overlap indices dis-
cussed above, due to the thresholding effect associated with
determining the number of hits. Overall the results for the
number of hits confirm that the performance of the CAD
method is very close to the average of the experienced radi-
TABLE IV. Average percentages of ‘‘hits.’’ A hit is defined to occur whenever
the overlap index between the reader ROI and the TROI is greater than or
equal to 25%. Values relative to the total number of masses ~TROIs! in the
data set in percent are listed for each reading session. Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test p-values relative to CAD for each radiologist and reading session
are also listed.
Reading #1 p-value Reading #2 p-value
Radiologist a 89% 0.074 93%a 0.006
Radiologist b 90%a 0.036 89% 0.062
Radiologist c 70% 0.081 70% 0.081
Radiologist d 69% 0.055 67%a 0.027
Radiologist e 87% 0.153 87% 0.135
CAD 80%
a5significantly different from the CAD program at a 0.05 level or less.Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004ologists. Finally, just as the agreement between the
radiologist- and CAD-selected ROIs was highly correlated
with the average number of radiologist-selected ROIs per
image, so too was the number of ‘‘hits’’ highly correlated
with this average number (r50.91). That is, radiologists
who selected more ROIs per image had a higher probability
of hits with the TROIs.
The values of the radiologists’ ROI–vs-TROI overlap in-
dices were nearly identical for the two reading sessions @re-
producibility within 1–7% for all TROIs ~Table III, column
4! as were the percentages of ‘‘hits’’ ~within 4%, Table IV#.
This indicates the radiologists were very consistent in their
selections of suspicious regions for spot imaging relative to
the TROIs.
It should be acknowledged that the Hitachi monitor we
employed for image display might have influenced the ob-
server study results. The grayscale contrast, brightness and
resolution of this monitor are inferior to those of a 2000 line
physician’s read monitor. Also, we did not employ full ~50
m!-resolution mammograms in this study. Nevertheless, the
radiologists all felt the display of the 200 m and 400 m reso-
lution images on the Hitachi monitor was adequate for the
task of identifying suspicious density and mass regions.
The good agreement between the CAD-selected ROIs and
the TROIs indicate that the CAD mass detection program has
promise in an implementation of automated stereo spot
mammographic imaging of dense areas. We have also devel-
oped a microcalcification detection program for CAD. The
evaluation of the CAD microcalcification program for auto-
mated stereo spot mammographic imaging will be pursued in
future studies.
Several practical issues would have to be addressed for
the eventual implementation of the automated stereo spot
technique including: the number of acceptable false positives
for the CAD program, the minimum and maximum sizes of
the spot areas, and criteria for determining whether to com-
bine 2 or more ROIs into one. A secondary collimator would
have to be designed and built to restrict the x-ray beam to the
ROI region at the two projections involved in stereo spot
FIG. 5. A histogram summarizing the distribution of largest overlap indices
between all radiologist and CAD-selected ROIs in 200 images including
data for both reading sessions.
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would be determined from ROI ~s! obtained from CAD
evaluation of the full-field mammogram, taking into account
calibration and geometric factors. The blades would auto-
matically collimate the beam as the mammography technolo-
gist shifted the x-ray tube first to the left ~or right! and then
to the right ~or left! to take the stereo spot pair of images. Or,
ideally, the x-ray tube or the focal spot should be shifted to
the left and the right positions automatically to minimize the
time between the images in the stereo pair and thus the breast
compression time. The full-field mammograms along with
any stereo spot images would be sent to a physician’s work-
station for interpretation by the radiologist. That workstation
would incorporate stereo image display capability. This can
be accomplished by adding a stereo graphics board and a
transmitter for synchronizing liquid crystal glasses such that
the radiologist’s left eye would only see the left-eye spot
image and the radiologist’s right eye would only see the
right-eye spot image. We have employed such systems in our
stereo mammography research.11–15
A potential limitation of the automated stereo spot mam-
mography method is that radiologists’ abilities to fuse images
and see them in stereo can be variable. That is, a certain
percentage of radiologists may have poor binocular or stereo
acuity, which unlike monocular visual acuity cannot be cor-
rected with glasses. However, stereo acuity may be improved
through training and use of depth cues provided by three-
dimensional 3-D pointers or 3-D cursors. We have developed
such cursors11–13 and may investigate this aspect of stereo
imaging in the future.
An alternative method that is not limited by the stereo
acuity of the observer and yet should solve the tissue super-
position problem would be to perform digital
tomosynthesis16–18 of the spot regions. The equipment re-
quired for such an automated spot tomosynthesis method is
considerably more expensive than that required for stereo
spot imaging. A potential advantage of spot tomosynthesis
over full-field tomosynthesis is that the analysis could be
concentrated on the suspicious areas. However, CAD tech-
niques could also be employed on the full-field tomosynthe-
sis images to highlight suspicious areas and speed up image
analysis, obviating the need for spot tomosynthesis. Whether
spot tomosynthesis has utility or not will be determined as
we gain more experience with this imaging method.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Our observer study showed the regions identified by radi-
ologists as being suspicious and warranting workup spot im-
aging are in good agreement with those identified by our
CAD program. Also, both the radiologist- and the CAD-
selected ROIs are in good agreement with the true mass re-
gions as determined from analysis of mammograms and bi-
opsy pathology results. Thus CAD could be used to identify
suspicious regions for automatic stereo spot imaging. The
stereo spot images are expected to improve perception of
lesions that are camouflaged by overlying and underlying
tissues in conventional mammograms. Stereo spot imagingMedical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004may permit the discrimination of pseudo masses produced by
the superposition of overlapping tissues in conventional
mammograms, and it may enable better appreciation of the
3-D characteristics of lesions and microcalcifications. Thus,
stereo spot imaging has the potential to improve the sensitiv-
ity and specificity of mammography. Since the method can
be automated, and does not require the presence of on-site
radiologists, it can be used in screening. A potential pitfall is
the variable ability amongst radiologists to view images ste-
reoscopically. This might be solved through stereo vision
training. Another possibility would be to employ spot tomo-
synthesis of the suspicious regions.
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